The Solution that Automates Trading Processes and Manages Operational Compliance and Risk

New instruments and trading venues, changing investment strategies and relentless regulations challenge your business processes every day. You need flexible, high-performance, open connectivity with global counterparties to better manage risk and growth.

**FIS® Global Network Suite (formerly SGN)** helps you automate trading processes while managing operational compliance and risk. It offers scalable, global connectivity and services for a broad variety of funds offerings.

Global Network Suite brings together FIS® Funds Network (formerly SGN Funds), FIS® Securities Network (formerly SGN Securities) and FIS® Short-Term Cash Management (formerly SGN Short-Term Cash Management) for complete support across trade submission, post-trade communication, analytics and reconciliation. With one trusted partner, you can manage risk, increase transparency and make more confident decisions.

**STREAMLINE TRADE FLOWS**

Achieve straight-through processing among brokers, fund companies, investor recordkeeping and accounting systems.

**MAXIMIZE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY**

Automate the entire end-to-end trade life cycle for institutional asset managers, hedge funds, custodians and broker-dealers.

**INCREASE TRANSPARENCY AND VISIBILITY**

Access research and submit trades and manage securities – including equities, fixed income securities, mutual funds, money market funds, short-duration bond funds and FDIC-insured deposit products.
FIS GLOBAL NETWORK SUITE
The Solution that Automates Trading Processes and Manages Operational Compliance and Risk

ENHANCE ORDER ROUTING
A single connection to broker, fund, custodian, interested parties and back-office systems reduces the time-consuming and costly task of managing individual connections simplifying your end-to-end order processing.

AUTOMATE MESSAGING
Our complete suite of fully automated trading, custodial and third-party messaging services integrates with your existing back office and order management system. Outbound protocols include SWIFT, FIX, proprietary, web format or standard extracts.

REDUCE RISK
Benefit from a secure and resilient trading network and a dedicated 24/6 support team.

Power your trading processes.
GETINFO@FISGLOBAL.COM

2,100
buy-side firms served

500
sell-side firms served

LEGAL DISCLAIMER
FIS Global Network services offered within the United States and Canada are provided by FIS Brokerage & Securities Services LLC, Member FINRA, SIPC.


FIS Global Execution Services Limited (ARBN No. 132 508 742) is exempted from licensing under Australia Securities & Investments Commission Class Order 03/1099 and is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under UK laws, which differ from Australian laws.